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The Essence of Texture 
• Try to determine the Essence of the texture you are 

about to draw. 
 
• Look for the distinguishing characteristics the 

identify it as a specific texture. 
 
• Try to render as many visual clues as possible. 

 
• Ask yourself: 

♦ Is it reflective or more of a matte finish? 
♦ Is it transparent, translucent, or a solid 

surface that light can't penetrate? 
♦ Does it have a very even flat tone or texture? 
♦ Is there a varied surface texture that catches 

the light in different ways creating highlights 
and shadows throughout the subject? 
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Defining the Essence of Texture 
What makes a texture  look like it does? 
Smooth textures lack surface shadows and highlights. They are usually more 
reflective. The smoothest textures are created more easily with a chamois, soft 
paper towel or tissue. 

Rougher textures have surface shadows and highlights that indicate an irregular 
surface. Light from the side hits these irregularities creating either a shadow or a 
highlight on the surface.  

It takes at least 3 separate values to create surface texture. These can be created 
with erasers and pencils. 

Portrait Textures: 

Eyes - Give them Sparkle 

What makes a portrait look "alive"? 

To make eyes appear to sparkle the area needs high contrast. Regardless of your 
reference photo, place the highlight next to, or slightly inside the pupil. The 
highlight should be the brightest area on the portrait so make sure to put value in 
EVERYTHING else.  

Hair 

Can lines on paper represent realistic looking hair? 

Like everything else, hair needs to be drawn with consideration for the light 
direction. Areas facing the light will be rendered brighter and areas facing away 
from the light should be darker. It is a mistake to think you can draw hair by laying 
down a bunch of lines. We don't see each individual hair on a person's head so 
you shouldn't try to draw it with lines. Your stroke direction will follow the 
contours of the hair but you should think of it more as shapes  You can see more 
individual hairs has it approaches a highlight.  
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Skin Texture 

What makes it look either rough or smooth? 

Keep your subject in mind when drawing skin. Babies and females have much less 
texture in their skin so blending techniques should be used to enhance this. 
Blending with a soft tissue, soft paper towel or a chamois will create the 
smoothest textures. Older men and character studies containing rougher skin is 
best represented by blending with felt or a bamboo towel.  

Like every other rough texture, it is comprised small areas that are either raised or 
lowered from the surface. These places catch the light differently than the surface 
creating highlights and shadows that result in the appearance of a rough texture.   

In smaller areas a stump or a tortillion can be used, but for larger areas use one of 
the other blenders for more even shading.  

For the value transitions from light to dark, blend in one direction - from the 
darkest area towards the light 

 

Other Textures: 

Even tone and texture 

The absence any line or value changes.  

Chamois or paper towel for smooth textures (paper, glass, etc.) 

Textured Backgrounds - Stucco/Stone  

What makes this texture appear to be three dimensional? 

The illusion of texture is made by creating a highlight on what appear to be raised 
areas and cast shadows on the opposite side of these raised areas.  
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Wood Texture 

What makes wood look like wood? 

The subtle indication of straight vertical lines and wood grain that represents the 
way that wood fibers grow. The look of slivers, holes, and chips in the wood are 
created by rendering a highlight on areas facing the light and cast shadows on the 
opposite side of places that appear to protrude from the surface (slivers). 

 

Shiny Metal  

What makes shiny metal look like metal? 

Strong contrasts, bright highlights and reflections. Place darks next to highlights to 
make them appear brighter. 

 

Rough Pitted Metal  

What makes rough metal look like it does?  

Random dots and dashes with highlights and shadows create the appearance of a 
rough surface texture. 

 

Glass and Liquid 

What makes glass and liquid look like they do? 

Smooth texture, bright highlights, and distortions. Any object that is viewed 
through glass or liquid appears distorted and has less contrast than the actual 
object. Create darker backgrounds to heighten the relative brightness of the 
highlights. 
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Clouds / Sky 

What makes clouds and sky look like they do? 

Decide your values. Clouds can be darker or lighter than the sky. 

To show depth, use overlapping and perspective. Generally, clouds will decrease 
in size the closer they get to the horizon. 

Use smooth, soft value changes for clouds keeping the light direction in mind. 

 

Note: Regardless of the texture you are creating the main thing to consider is the 
light direction. It must remain consistent for the texture to appear realistic. 


